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1. iNTRODtrCTION

Jain andNarain (1974) adopted Lefkovitck's (1965) extension of
Leslie's (1945) deterministic model for studying the pattern of growth
of dairy female population grouped in unequal stage-groups. The
model assumes both time and age-scale variables as discrete and the
number of individuals in various stage-groups as fixed. However,
because of the finiteness of the population, the numbers in
various stage-groups are always subject to some random fluctua
tions. Consequently, it would be more appropriate to consider
such numbers as stochastic variables following a certain probability
distribution. Pollard (1966) formulated the stochastic analogue
of Leslie's (1945) equal age-step discrete model wherein the number
of births and the number of transfers occurring during any arbitrary
interval of time were both assumed to follow binomial law. Since
equal age-step grouping may not be relevant in dairy populations
where the estimates of rates of morality, fertility and culling are
usually obtained for different stage-groups rather than age-groups of
equal duration, it would be desirable to attempt a stochastic analogue
of Lefkovitch's (1965) model in the study of such populations. In the
present paper two stochastic versions of the same are considered. The
number of individuals born during any arbitrary interval of time is
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution or a binomial distribution
and thenumber of transfers occurring during the sarce interval a bino
mial distribution. Linear matrix recurrence relations are derived for
the means, variance and covariance of the random numbers in the
various stage-groups. Results about the asymptotic behaviour of the
population are also mentioned. Further, the relative suitability of the
two stochastic models in the study of growth in dairy populations is
compared on the basis of the results of Monte Carlo experiments.
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2. The Stochastic Models

2*1. The deterministic model and some basic results

Let us consider the female population at discrete intervals of time
/=0, 1, 2, ... grouped in distinct stage-groups as defined in Jain
and Narain (1974). Further, let nxt be the number of females in stage-
group X at time t. The numbers in different stage groups at time /+1
can be obtained deterministically by taking a linear function of those
alive in different stages at time t, i.e.
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where the expressions for ;c=l, 2, ... 5) are as obtained by
Jain and Narain (1974).

These equations can be written as
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Hence, ...(3)

where and «i+i are column vectors and F is the martix of aix 's.

Some of the results which will be used in the sequel are

£(Mi)=A-iYi ...(4)

...(5)

var (Mj)=ri/ti+/ci2 (T® ...(6)

cov (Ml, M2)=kJcz o'' ...(7)
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cov (Ml, N^)=k-Jc^ cov (M, N) ...(8)

var = — ..•(9)

cov (Mg, cov (M, N) ...(10)

cov (Ma, Ni)~kik2 cov (M, N) -• (11)

where M and N are discrete random variables taking non-negative
integral values with means yj and Y2 and variances and res
pectively. Ml, Ma and are random variables having the conditional
Poisson distributions P{Mk^, P{Mk<i) and P{Nk-^) respectively and
Mg and having the conditional binomial distributions B{M, k^
and B{N, k^ respectively.

2'2. Coacbpts and notations

For all i<x, Gja; in matrix F can be viewed as the probability
that a female in stage-group x at time t will give birth during the unit
interval to a daughter, and that this daughter will be in the herd in
stage-group i at time r+1 after allowing for mortality, involuntary
culling etc. Further, for all i^x, atx can be reckoned as the proba
bility that a female from stage-group x will survive to be in stage-
group i after a unit interval of time.

Let the number of females in the stage-group x at time i be a
random variable iixt with expected value ixt and variance C''*^x,x.
Further, let the covariance, Cov («»«, tix't) be denoted by 0*''x,x'.

Let for i strictly less than x denote the number of
daughters contributed and remaining at time i+1 in stage group i
by the mothers who were among the females in stage-group x at time
t{i.e. by nxt mothers). Further, let 72«,for denote the number
of females in stage-group i at time t+1 transferred from among those
who were in stage-group x at time t. Obviously for all Vs(i= 1,2, .. j)

...(12)

2' 3. Frisson-binomial model

Consider the rixt females in stage-group x at time t. Each of
them has fixed probabilities Oix of contributing or entering stage-
groups of / < X and i X as the case may be at time ?+l. Further,
nxt mothers in stage-group x at time ? contribute daughters to stage-
group i at the mean rate of nxt per unit time. The probability
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that any single mother out of n^t contributes a daughter to stage-
group i in any infinitesimal interval of time is very small. However,
na;; being adequately large, it can .be assumed that the number of
daughters contributed to stage-gioup i by tut follows Poisson law.
Hence, for i<x, is a Poisson variable P {rixt aix) conditional
on nxt. Further, each of (he n^t females in stage-group x have equal
probability of surviving a unit time interval since they all possess the
same breed characteristics and also the survival of any female is
independent of the others. Hence, for/> :«, i+i which is the
number in stage-group i at time t-\-\ from among those who were in
stage-group x at time t, isa binomial variate B(nxt,aix) conditional on
rixt- The birth, death and culling processes are assumed independent.
In the sequel, 1—atx is denoted by dix.

In the light of, the foregoing the numbers in different stage-
groups at time t+1 as given by the equations (1) can beexpressed as:
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Using (4) and (5), the expectations of the random variables iix, i+i
will then be given by
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Using (6) to (11), the variances and covariances become
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Equations (14) to (16) completely define the recurrence relations
for the first two moments and can be written in the form

F O ' li ~

c»)
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where F is the 5Xs matrix defined earlier, FxF is its direct product
of dimension aod E\s s^Xs matrix which can be decomposed
as follows :

E'=[Ei £2 ... Ei ... Es] ..-(IS)

where each Ei is a jXs matrix with only ith row comprising not all
zero elements, all other row vectors being zero, xth element of ith
row being'

dixdix for i'^x

and fl/x for i<x

The vector has as its elements the variances and covariances

arranged in ascending order of subscripts i and j.

Recursing relation (7) t times, we get

et ~ F 0 ' t

~ _!o

01) E FxE C<o)

et t

(FxFY C'o) + ^ (fxFy-' E^j-i
7=1

...(19)

These relations are precisely of the same form as obtained by Pollard
(1966).

2.4 Biaomial-biaomial mode!

Following Pollard (1966) in addition to viewing the number of
(jc)

transfers ii. from stage-group x to i (;>x) during the time inter

val {t, f-|-1) as a binomial variable, the number of births taking place
(jc)

during the same interval i.e. n. ('<^) can also be considered as a

binomial variate B{nxt, ciix) conditional on With this formulation,
the means, variances are still given by the relations (17 and 19)
excepting that the xth element of the ith row of matrix Ei in relation
(18) takes the value aix dixfor all x.

3. The Asymptotic Behaviour of the Population

To study the asymptotic behaviour of the population we need
the dominant latent root of the matrix in equation (17), the characte-
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ristic equation of which is

~F-aI O

_E FxF-c^I

or I F-w/i I FxF-o^I\ =0
Thus, (he matrix has as its latent roots all the roots ofFtogUher
with all ofFxF. If Wj is the dominant latent root ofFthentoi^ jg the
dominant latent root of FxF. There are thus three cases to be
considered v/z., (0 (//) 6).= l;and {Hi) co,<l. Since the
matrix in relation (17) is exactly analogous to the one derived by
Pollard (1966), the results concerning the asymptotic behaviour of
the population in the above three situations are as follows.

Case (i) In this situation is the dominant latent root of the
matrix in equation (17) and the random variable converges
with probability one to a random scalar multiple of a fixed stable
stage distribution vector.

Case {ii) In this case there is a pair of dominant latent roots
and each is equal to unity. The population will thus attain both
stable stage and size distribution.

Case {Hi) In this situation F contributes the dominant latent
root (01 and the population will ultimately become extinct.

4. Monte Carlo Experiments Using The Two Models

In order to see which of the two models formulated here gives a
better fit to the population under consideration, the Monte Carlo
experiments were performed on the IBM 1620 computer.

The numerical values of the elements of generation matrix F
were computed from the expressions given by Jain and Narain (1974)
using the estimates of vital characteristics and other parameters as
reported by Amble and Jain (1967) for the cross-bred herd of dairy
cattle of Indian military farms. The population was assumed to be
divided into seven different stage-groups with the initial population
vector as n'o=[50 50 15 65 50 30 20]. The unit of time taken was one
calving interval which for this herd equalled 14.4 months.

The pseudo-Poisson deviates were generated by the subroutine
outlined by Knuth (1969). Since no direct method for generating
random binomial variable is readily available, a normal approxima
tion to this distribution was used and pseudo-random normal
deviates were generated by the subroutine programmed by Pillai
(1972). The Monte Carlo experiments and the theoretical mean/

=0
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Table 1

Monte Carlo Experimental Results Using the two Models

Poisson-binomial model
Binomial-binomial model

Expected

156

142

35

194

124

108

94

165

150

37

205

131

114

99

Variance Norm, devn.' Actual

(a) After 20 units of time
971

806

74

1430

620

476

367

0.706

1.057

1.512

1.428

-0.081

0.092

0.209

189

176

35

256

160

118

118

(6) After 21 units of time
1088

902

81

1605

694

533

410

0.455

0.699
0.333

1.273

1.063

-0.043

0.000
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Variance

862

729

70

1309

572

440
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966

817

76

1470

640
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379

* Standardised deviation of the simulated values from thetheoretical mean
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variance/covariance calculations were carried out independently
after starting with the same initial vector.

Table 1 gives the expected numbers and variances in different
stage-group as also the simulated numbers for both Poisson-binomial
and binomial-binomial models at two consecutive points of time [viz.
at 20 and 21 units of time. The expected numbers and their variances
are theoretical values for the means and variances obtained using the
iterative equation (17j with appropriate values of the elements of
matrix E under the respective two models. The results of the two
experiments are as follows :

Table 2

Ratios of Means and Variances Under the two Models

St age-group

Poisson-binomial model Binomial-binomial model

Means 21120 Variances 21/20 Means 21/20 Variances 21/20

1 1.0556 1.1198 1.0556 1.1206

2 1.0555 1.1198 1 0555 1.1207

3 1.0555 1.0972 1.0555 1.0857

4 1.0556 1.1229 1.0556 1.1230

5 1.0558 1.1191 .1.0558 1.1189

6 1.0559 1.1185 1.0559 1.1182

7 1.0554 1.1172 1.0554 1.1147

(a) The variances of the numbirs in diflferent stage-groups
under the Poisson-binomial model are more than their counterparts
in the binomial-binomial model as expected. On the other hand,
the standard normal deviation of the actual numbers from the
theoretical means at two consecutive points of time ranged from
—0.04 to 1.51 in the case of Poisson-binomial model as against 0
to 2 for the other model which implies that the former model gives a
closer fit to the population.

{b) We know that when coj > 1 (case (i) of Section 3)

lim =c<)i ;
/ 00

t-co »• ' »
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These ratios were calculated for f = 20 and an estimate of

1.0556 was obtained for Wi. Further, for t=20 the ratios of expecta
tions were seen to be almost independent of j but the ratios of
variances still depended on J for both the models as can be seen from
Table 2. Thus, for either model, a much larger value of t is necessary
to be able to calculate with reasonable accuracy from the ratios
of variances. Further, the value of computed from the ratios of
variances deviated, less from the actual value 1.0556^=1.1141)
in the case of Poisson-binomial model.

Thus, from the foregoing and from the consideration that it is
more logical to describe the birth process by Poisson law, it can be
concluded that the Poisson-binomial model is more suited than the
other model in the study of population growth in dairy herds.

Summary

Two stochastic, analogues of the deterministic discrete model
(Lefkovitch, 1965; Jain .and Narain, 1974) for studying the growth of
female dairy population grouped in unequal stage-groups have been
presented. The number of individuals born during any arbitrary
interval of time is assumed to follow a Poisson/binomial distribution
and the number of transfers occurring during the same interval a
binomial distribution. Linear matrix recurrence relation is derived
which determines precisely the first two moments of the stage-group
random variables at each unit of time. Results about the asymptotic
behaviour of the population are mentioned. Almost all the results
are analogous to the ones obtained earlier by Pollard (1966) while
studying the stochastic version of Leslie's (1945) equal age-step
deterministic model wherein both births and transfers were assumed
to follow a binomial law. Further, Monte Carlo experiments using
the two models are described and their results compared.
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